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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

 

On successful completion of Graduate & Post Graduate programme, graduating 

students/graduates will be able to: 

 

PO 1 Area Expertise:  

 Acquire far reaching information and aptitudes.  

 Make utilization of the learning in a creative way.  

 Effectively apply the learning and abilities to address different issues. 

 

PO 2 Life-long Learning and Research:  

 Learn "how to learn"- Self roused and self coordinated learning.  

 Adapt to the regularly rising requests of work spot and life.  

 Be curious and set up circumstances and logical results relationship.  

 Investigate and report. 

 

PO 3 Modern gear Usage  

 Use ICT successfully.  

 Access, recover and utilize confirmed data.  

 Access, recover and utilize confirmed information. Have learning of programming 

applications to break down information. 

 

PO 4 Computing Skills and Ethics  

 Develop basis and logical reasoning procedure.  

 Use innovation keenly for correspondence, diversion and to support humanity.  

 Ensure moral practices all through ones undertakings for the prosperity of human 

race. 

 

PO 5 Complex issue Investigation and Solving  

 Predict and investigate issues.  

 Frame theories.  

 Investigate and translate experimental information.  

 Plan and execute activity. 



 

PO 6 Perform viably as Individuals and in Teams  

 Work proficiently as a person  

 Cooperate, facilitate and perform adequately in different groups/gatherings.  

 Prioritize regular enthusiasm to singular intrigue. 

 

PO 7 Efficient Communication and Life Skills  

 Express considerations in a viable way  

 Listen, comprehend and venture sees in a persuading way.  

 Decide suitable media to share data  

 Develop aptitudes to exhibit huge data unmistakably and briefly to intrigued 

gatherings. 

 

PO 8 Environmental Sustainability  

 Understand reasonably the Environmental difficulties.  

 Think fundamentally on condition maintainability measures.  

 Propagate and pursue condition cordial practices. 

 

PO 9 Societal commitment  

 Render administration for the general great of the general public.  

 Involve deliberately in social advancement exercises at Regional, National, 

worldwide dimensions.  

 Have possess pride in volunteering to address societal issues viz: cataclysms, 

calamities, neediness, scourges.  

 Be an enthusiastic native to maintain the estimations of the country 

 

PO 10 Effective Project Management  

 Identify the objectives, goals and parts of a venture and choose the fitting time of 

fruition.  

 Plan, sort out and direct the undertakings of groups to accomplish the set focuses in 

time.  

 Be capable in recognizing openings and create methodologies for possibilities. 


